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Yojee continues its pursuit to become the worlds largest logistics network, powered by world leading 

software.  

Yojee does not disrupt but empowers. 

Our mission is to bring the hundreds of thousands of logistics companies into the digital era. 

A global platform which enables presence, optimization, collaboration and prosperity. 

Yojee pilot with Post Media is underway targeting transformation and automation of 

Cambodia’s logistics market

Hello Yojee!

ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE

MACHINE LEARNING BLOCKCHAIN AUTONOMOUS
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Ali Baba has 

invested USD 

$2 Billion in SE Asias 

Lazada, 

to enhance it’s 

supply chain 

capability. 

POST 

YOJEE
CAMBODIA

Amazon begins 

it’s SE Asian 

Expansion by 

opening in 

Singapore
^

THINK BIG, THE REGION IS RISING

Yojee is rapidly expanding across Australia and South East Asia to provide technology and 

delivery solutions to a region requiring great digital transformation! 

Southeast Asia’s 

internet economy 

to grow to $200B 

by 2025

The leading 

digital asset in 

Cambodia 

partners with the 

leading logistics 

technology…
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Post Media

Largest print media and news organization in Cambodia providing 

huge marketing and sales capabilities!

Powerful nationwide cross-media publishing outlets!

Gross reach of more than 1.5 million!

Existing warehouses, rapid delivery and logistics assets!
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STRATEGY: POST YOJEE!

Together, Yojee and Post Media are creating a cost effective, technology optimized logistics network across 

Cambodia, first mover in mapping the countries consumers and digitizing the logistics industry.

---

Both parties are adding significant value

We celebrated the Post’s 25th Anniversary and is one of the most well-respected and trusted brands in the 

entire country with millions of user.

Yojee brings its sought after world class technology to the emerging Cambodian market.

Yojee AI and blockchain technology, plus Post Media’s logistics infrastructure, best in country sales team and 

extensive market, presents a significant rapid and digital delivery capability that opens the door for the 

countries E-Commerce sector.
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Turning Cambodian Logistics

Digital

Manage jobs & vehicles from

an Admin dashboard

Empower drivers with new

income opportunities

Increase visibility and

efficiency

The Transition is High Value

Huge financial and efficiency

value in data to Yojee and 3rd

Parties.

Upskilling Industries

Transforming the industry and

creating a new market for e-

commerce players to leverage

and utilize.

Fast paced, cost effective,

consumer friendly logistics.
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Cambodia network Already in Pilot Phase!

Distribution of paper advertising material via the Yojee platform
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Cambodia Model: Everyone can participate!

METRO

COURIER

LARGE

LOGISTICS

BUSINESSES

TRUCKING

COMPANY

LAST

MILER

BICYCLE

COURIER

DISTRIBUTORS:

POST MEDIA + YOJEE

PIZZA DELIVERY,

FLORIST

LONG HAUL 

CARRIERS, 

AIRLINES, 

SHIPS

FREIGHT

FORWARDERS

Cambodia

All deliveries = Freight Revenue to Yojee

Each company participating in the network generates 

monthly recurring software revenue to Yojee.
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Vast coverage across populated Cambodia
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Mapping Subscribers

New levels of visibility

New levels efficiency

Mapping digital Cambodia

Extremely Valuable data

Consumer and Logistics 

Industry Insights
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https://youtu.be/E3J4Ox1sZ8o

Cambodia Logistics Network
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Summary
Post Media has access to 1.5 Million website users all the spending capabilities to generate revenue across the network and through

software sales.

Industry Average Cost of Customer Acquisition of $60 per customer, meaning huge cost efficiency created through the Joint Venture

and Post Medias 1.5 Millions existing users.

Significant advantages in marketing and advertising savings and time to establish a user base in the rapidly growing market.

Sales team with extensive local knowledge and significant logistics infrastructure trained and ready to commence once pilot phase is

completed.

Target commencement of Commercial Activity in early Q2 FY18 across Pnom Penh before rolling out across the country in 2018.
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Disclaimer and Forward Looking Statement
This announcement has been prepared by Yojee Limited (“Company”). It does not purport to contain all the information that a prospective investor may require in connection with any potential investment in the Company. You should not treat the

contents of this announcement, or any information provided in connection with it, as financial advice, financial product advice or advice relating to legal, taxation or investment matters.

No reannouncement or warranty (whether express or implied) is made by the Company or any of its officers, advisers, agents or employees as to the accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of the information, statements, opinions or matters

(express or implied) arising out of, contained in or derived from this announcement or provided in connection with it, or any omission from this announcement, nor as to the attainability of any estimates, forecasts or projections set out in this

announcement.

Images are used to illustrate concepts only and are not intended to represent commercial Yojee images.

This announcement is provided expressly on the basis that you will carry out your own independent inquiries into the matters contained in the announcement and make your own independent decisions about the affairs, financial position or

prospects of the Company. The Company reserves the right to update, amend or supplement the information at any time in its absolute discretion (without incurring any obligation to do so).

Neither the Company, nor its related bodies corporate, officers, their advisers, agents and employees accept any responsibility or liability to you or to any other person or entity arising out of this announcement including pursuant to the general law

(whether for negligence, under statute or otherwise), or under the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001, Corporations Act 2001, Competition and Consumer Act 2010 or any corresponding provision of any Australian state or

territory legislation (or the law of any similar legislation in any other jurisdiction), or similar provision under any applicable law. Any such responsibility or liability is, to the maximum extent permitted by law, expressly disclaimed and excluded.

Nothing in this material should be construed as either an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities. It does not include all available information and should not be used in isolation as a basis to invest in the Company.

Future matters

This announcement contains reference to certain intentions, expectations, future plans, strategy and prospects of the Company.

Those intentions, expectations, future plans, strategy and prospects may or may not be achieved.

They are based on certain assumptions, which may not be met or on which views may differ and may be affected by known and unknown risks. The performance and operations of the Company may be influenced by a number of factors, many of

which are outside the control of the Company. No reannouncement or warranty, express or implied, is made by the Company, or any of its directors, officers, employees, advisers or agents that any intentions, expectations or plans will be achieved

either totally or partially or that any particular rate of return will be achieved.

Given the risks and uncertainties that may cause the Company’s actual future results, performance or achievements to be materially different from those expected, planned or intended, recipients should not place undue reliance on these intentions,

expectations, future plans, strategy and prospects. The Company does not warrant or represent that the actual results, performance or achievements will be as expected, planned or intended.

US disclosure

This document does not constitute any part of any offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities in the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of any “US person” as defined in Regulation S under the US Securities Act of

1993 (“Securities Act”). The Company’s shares have not been, and will not be, registered under the Securities Act or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States, and may not be offered or sold in the United States or to

any US person without being so registered or pursuant to an exemption from registration including an exemption for qualified institutional buyers.

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

Certain statements contained in this announcement, including information as to the future financial or operating performance of the Company and its projects, are forward looking statements. Such forward looking statements:

(a) are necessarily based upon a number of estimates and assumptions that, while considered reasonable by the Company, are inherently subject to significant technical, business, economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties and

contingencies;

(b) involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from estimated or anticipated events or results reflected in such forward looking statements; and

(c) may include, among other things, statements regarding estimates and assumptions in respect of prices, costs, results and capital expenditure, and are or may be based on assumptions and estimates related to future technical, economic, market,

political, social and other conditions. The Company disclaims any intent or obligation to publicly update any forward looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise.

The words “believe”, “expect”, ”contracted”, “anticipate”, “indicate”, “contemplate”, “target”, “plan”, “intends”, “continue”, “budget”, “estimate”, “may”, “will”, “schedule”, “planned” and similar expressions identify forward looking statements.

All forward looking statements contained in this announcement are qualified by the foregoing cautionary statements. Recipients are cautioned that forward looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and accordingly recipients are

cautioned not to put undue reliance on forward looking statements due to the inherent uncertainty therein.


